A technique is presented for determining the probability of an edge at a point in an image. The image is modeled as an ideal image that is convolved with a linear blurring function and also with uncorrelated Gaussian additive noise. The ideal image is modeled by a set of templates for local neighhorhoods. Fvery neighborhood in the ideal image is assumed to fit one of the templates with high probability. A computationally feasible scheme to compute the probability of edges is gtiven. The output of ie'eral of the likelihood generators based on this model can be combined to form a more robust 1Ikc!hood generator using the results described in 
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Edge Detection: The Problem and Previous Approaches
The major problem of low-level vision is that images are ambiguous: two different scenes can result in the same image. The major source of ambiguity that I am concerned with is noise. Noise is generally the result of imperfections of the sensors used to produce the image. Because of noise the same scene can result in any observed image whatsoever. It is much more likely however to result in some images than others. My work is about techniques for combating noise and the resulting ambiguity and thus is applicable to vision tasks where noise presents a significant problem.
My approach to low level vision is unusual for such research. Consider the problem of segmentation, in particular, consider the problem of finding regions of uniform reflectance. The image is modeled as a set of regions of constant reflectance with occlusion boundaries between them. Most approaches to this problem try to return an answer that is best, in the sense that the probability of the given answer differing from the correct answer in a significant way is minimized. Such an algorithm applies estimation theory to the problem of low level vision.
Instead, this paper derives algorithms that attempt to calculate the probability of a boundary passing between two points In low-level vision usually one can acquire a sufficiently specific model for the probability to be uniquely defined, even through the image is ambiguous. One advantage of this approach is that a variety of different estimates of the segmentation can be derived from these probabilities by simple operations.
This paper concentrates on the problem of deriving the probability of a boundary from a window on the image. Classically this task has been called edge detection. I am using a template based model for this work: It is assumed that if the image was viewed through a noiseless sensor then every window on the image would match one element of a set of templates. Since the image wasn't produced by noiseless sensors its windows look like some template followed by noise according to the model. Recently two works have been published that take an approach similar to mine. One that is similar is by Art Owen (121 on pixel classification for Landsat images. The operator he derives returns likelihotods for neighborhoods instead of pixels. Owen's work uses a somewhat more sophisticated model to denre his priors (a Poisson model of boundaries). The work has no noise model and does not consider combination rules. Likelihoods are derived by training on test zases. Owen can use training to get his likelihoods because of the small number of categones ne uses and because he uses binary (hresholded) images. This reduces the number of cases he had to deal *th so the operator can be conveniently trained.
Another work that takes an approach similar to mine is that of Li and Dubes [91 on matching small templates in binary images. They use Ncvman-Pierson statistics. Neyman-Pierson statistics are used because there is a well defined null hypothesis (the object is not in the scene). Li and Dubes derive a likelihood ratio test. Such a test has maximal power if it is based on a complete and sufficient statistic. The way they derive the likelihood ratio is to derive likelihood generators. They approximate the likelihoods deriving operators much in the same spirit that I derive mine in section 3.
There has been some work on using Bayesian techniques (techinques using likelihoods and prior probabilities) to estimate edge positions, In particul the work described in [31 and (61 use Bayesian techniques for image reconstruction and [81 uses Bayesian technique for reconstruction and edge detection j as a side effect). These techniques have the weakam that they look for the maximum a posteron likelihood (the MAP asmmption). The MAP amsumptio only holds when a small set of answers are the only ones acceptable as correct with 0 los and all other sgunernaslto have the um kmail loIs . I believe that a 0-1 loss function is unrealistic for most appilicstom A 0-1 los function is malistic if getting a boundary wrong at a single point is as bad as getting it wrong everywhere, because both possibilities resuit 1% L in 1 loss according to the 0-1 loss function. In low-level vision the usefulness of an estimate drops off gradually as errors accumulate. Some good results have been gained using these techniques.
Much work has been done using signal detection theory for deriving operators. However most work based on signal detection theory is limited to operators that compute linear functions on the irage. Because of this limitation the operators generated are the optimal linear operators given a figure ' ! ,iriL In particular the Wiener filter is optimal for reconstructing images given a least squares cost function and a correct noise model and image model. [1].
Canny [5J has developed an operator that is optimal according to a figure of merit that contains detection and localization. He limited himself to linear shift invariant operators. His operators looked a great deal like difference of gaussian operators. He modeled edges as a template and developed a technique for generating an operator for an arbitrary template. I intend to generate optimal detectors under my system with the same models.
Canny (51 Lunscher and Beddoes 1101 and Torre and Poggio [151 limit the class of functions that they consider for edge detection to linear shift independent operators. Thus their operators are convolutions. When they indicate that their operators are optimal they mean that they do the best job for functions in the class of linear shift independent operators. The class of functions I use is the class of functions of a window on the image. Such operators are shift independent but they are not necessarily linear. The optimal operator from this class theoretically is the best possible edge detector for a specified window size.
Much of the work done in computer vision has been developed with idiosyncratic objectives. Because of the their objectives differed from mine the algorithms some people developed have serious shortcomings from m) viewpoint. One alternate set of objectives is those held by researchers inspired by biological modeling. An excellent work in biological modeling is that of Fleet 171. His work is on the temporal and spatial characteristics of center-surround operators. Torre and Poggio's work 1151 also is of this form.
When working on modeling one tries to develop algorithms whose behavior closely approximates that of a human vision system. An example of such approximation is to have only band limited operators because the cells on the mammalian opuc nerve have been shown to be band limited. I only band limit operators if it is shown that the phenomena being detected are band limited or that a band limited operator is sufficient to detect the phenomena without loss of accuracy.
Much work has been done on segmentation wIthout considenng optimality or probabilit . A summary of work on edge detection and relaxation occurs in 141 Recently some good work on edge detection has been done by Canny [51 and Nalwa 1i11.
The Imlge Model
In th ime restoration literature much work has been done on a particular form of noise, The noise introduced by the sensor is modeled by a linear blurring function followed by gaussian additive mean 0 wise [23. The log image from a photograph has gaussian additive noise in its linear region from the rmdammu ihemmt in film grain. Gaussian additive noise occurs in any system whose noise is a result of umy mal peiturbations added together (by the central limit theorem). Blur can result from ibrations in Scamer. modaon in the scene and the physics of light. I make a standard simplification in that I assume ,' MW is BMW and shift nvariant. Blur from vibrations in the %:amera mn the physics of light has this ipmmtny. 3kw from motion in the scene tends to be linear and shift inmarant within a rgid object. Thus I anl-o'ect model the noise as convolving the image with a blur function and then adding a gaussian additive mean 0 random factor.
I also need a model of an image to derive a likelihood generator. A likelihood generator is an intermediate stage in an algorithm that calculates the probability of a boundary at a point. More details on likelihood generators are in the next section.
Here, I derive the optimal likelihood generator that looks at a window in the image. Thus I need only model windows in the ideal image. I model the ideal image as consisting of windows that each match an element of a set in a set of sets of templates. Thus if I can derive the likelihood of the observed window given that its ideal counterpart matches each template in a set and the a priori probability of each template then I can derive the likelihood of the window belonging to ie set of templates. As an example consider the set of templates that consist of a uniform intensity (figure 1). ideal image where all regions are at least 3 pixels wide. If I can den'e the likelihood of an oher'ed window having a counterpart in each of these sets then I can derive the probability of a boundar-in the middle of the window using Bayes' law (see next secuon).
Likelihood Generators
Often it is easier to state and solve the inverse vision problem (which is why computer graphics can generate realistic images that current image understanding systems cant analyze). For low level vision it is easier to descnbe the probable structure of an observed intensity image in the presence of a boundary than to describe the probability distribution on the boundary given an observed image. In particular the models described in the previous secton have this property. 
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I call the feature detector thus derived a Bayesian feature detector for model D.
The set of likelihoods for a feature f given an observation a contains more information than (1) uses. The denominator in (1)
Y Lf(a I v'&D)prior(v') (2)
VEV is the probability that awould occur given the prior estimate of the distribution on f's feature space. If the probability is too low then the model being used probably is not correct. I use this information combined with a priori information about the reliability of the model to derive an evidence theory in 114].
Likelihoods for a Single Template
The problem I address in this parer is to find the likelihood of an observed window given a template and a model for the noise. Let O=10 represent the window that was observed. Let T=j111 represent the template. Then I need P (O I TD(o,B) ) where u is the standard deviation of the gaussian mean 0) additive noise and B represents the blurring function. Assume that B is negligible outside a window of size (wo,,i) pixels and the template is of size (wy,IT). Then the effect of the blurring function B ® T (0 is correlation where the template never falls beyond the window's edge, XOX is a single number that is the sum of squares of .Ys elements) is completely determined in a region of size (wr-wo-tI IT-'-1) pixels (see figure 4 ). I TOBD(a.l) ). I refer to de elements of T@B as the set f,' ,.
Since the only noise left in the problem is the uncorrelated gaussian additive noise tsince blur has been handled) the likelihood is the product of the likelihoods at each pixel.
P(O J TQB&D(i))=' P(oll t'idD(.i))
Since the noise is aussian the likelihood at a point has this form:
Thus the equation for the likelihood of he window can be stated as:
The likelihood can be restated mathematically as:
Where En(X.a) is e which I refer to as the energy of X relative to a. Note that En(O.v) is independent of the template while En(T 8,a) is independent of the observed window. These results mean that En(TO B .) can be precomputed while the cost of computing En(O.c) can be amortized over the entire set of templates.
Likelihoods for Sets of Templates
Here. I examine efficiently calculating the likelihood of a set of templates given an observed image. In particular I examine the set of templates whose elements are all linear functions of a characteristic template, T 0 . Thus I describe such a set as a To+ b. I call such a set a linear set of templates. The set of step edges with a fixed step point can be described as a linear set. The set of symmetric peak edges are linear functions of a prototypical peak edges hence are a linear set. The linear slopes are linear functions of the function '(x)=x hence are a linear set too. The likelihood of a linear set is:
Let Fro be defined in equauon (9).
r°:I
FTo(C.S)= .
E(aT+b ) 2PT(a, b) 
En(aTB+b)o
Then equation (7) can be rewritten as equation (10).
12w0]fEn( ) F°(O O(TOOB),0 l) (10)
This implies an algorithm for deriving the likelihood of a linear set of templates. Let V be the varinnce of the noise a2
Let K be I aa2wo n, For a central step edge with a I by 8 window n=8 and T,@ R=4. Thus the size of the table is 32G-. have the tools necessary to build an optimal edge detector for my model.
The near edge templates can be approximated by the likelihoods calculated at th neighboring (overlapping) windows for the central step edge linear set. Since I am deriving a 1 dimensi al edge detector, the likelihood of an edge in the center of an overlapping window is the likelihood of an edge directly to the right or the left of the center of the window. In the step edge model all regions are at least w/2 pixels wide given a template width of w. Thus the near edge events are exclusive of the central edge events.
I assume a cost function that simply counts the number of points mislabeled as boundaries or nonboundaries when the opposite is the case. The prior probability of a central edge and any near edge event is equal under models that do not have a prefered position for objects. Thus if the likelihood of a central edge is not maximal among all the overlapping windows then the optimal estimate does not have an edge at this point. Only local maxima among the likelihood of step edge function are reported. Thus multiple reporting of an edge is precluded. Also only edges that satisfy the inequality (I1) are reported:
P(O I E)PE)P(O I U)Pu (11)
where E represents the event that there is an edge in the center of the window and PE is the prior probability of that event while U represents the event that there is no edge anywhere in the window and Pr, is the prior probability of that event.
I can also use my work on evidence combination to combine likelihood generators that make different assumptions about the noise and blur. Many of the operations I use to evaluate the likelihood of a linear set of templates under one kind of noise can be used for many different kinds of noise. As 
Conclusions
In this paper I demonstrated an algorithm for edge detection that is mathematically opumal for a popular model. Since Fr-, is increasing in 0@(ToMB) this algorithm thresholds using a function of the sum of the pixels in the window and the sum of the squares of the pixels in the window. The algorithm only reports an edge if there are no nearby edges with greater likelihood. That test is similar to edge thinning in standard work. Thus the algorithm is similar to algorithms that run a thresholded convolution and then thin. Currently this algorithm is being implemented and experimental results will soon be forthcoming.
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